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i1. DESCRIPTION
Described in this paper is a computer program that detects outliers in a
univariate data set. This program, called SOD (statistical outliers
detection), is capable of detecting as many as 19 outliers in a data set. It
is written in FORTRAN and can be run in either an interactive or batch mode.
The SOD software consists of a main program and a subroutine. The main
program (1) reads the data file, (2) writes the initial section of tine report,
and ^3) iterates sequentially for testing the next number of potential
outliers. The subroutine (1) calculates the test-critical values based on the
number of potential outliers being tested and compares these to the observed
values of test statistics and (2) gives the number of observations tested,
total number of observations considered, mean, standard deviation, extreme
observation, critical value, and computed test statistics. Also, it prints
`	 the number of observations declared as outliers and their values.Ek
The number of potential outliers may be specified by the user or selected by
the program. Though there is no limitation on the number of observations, it
is not advisable to use it when there are more than 100 observations.
It is assumed that the set of observations is from a population which has a
normal distribution. A significance level of 5 percent is assumed in develop-
1
ing the statistical test. If one or more observations do not conform to the
hypothesis that all observations are from a common population, these observa-
tions are declared as outliers by the statistical test procedure. Refer to
appendix A for a brief outline of the test procedure. Details of the
procedure are described in references 4 and 6. The iterative procedure used
for specifying the number of potential outliers is discussed in appendix A,
and a program listing is given in appendix B.
cF
It should be mentioned that the observations declared as outliers are not
necessarily "bad" data points, but may be indicative of a nonnormal or
multimodal distribution; hence, outlying observations should,not necessarily
be rejected, but must be treated cautiously.
1
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2. USER GUIDE
The SOD program is operative on the PDP Support Processor at NASA NSC,
Houston.
To use the program, the 	 Signs on to the computer by simultaneously
depressing the control key (C R) and C key to begin the following dialogue:
MCR HEL x130,11 (carriage return)
TASK NAME>SOIL M (carriage return)
YOUR NAME>User's name (carriage return)l
MCR>PIP SOD.IN=DATA.DAT 2 (carriage return)
MCR>RUN SOD (escape)
The report will be written on the line printer.
i
l It may be necessary to simultaneously depress the CNTR and C keys.
2The data should have been ke ypunched previously and entered into a file
(DATA.DAT) with the following format:
TITLE FOR REPORT
VALUE 1
VALUE 2
VALUE 3
VALUE 4
VALUE N
	
Each number should include a decimal point.
2
3. EXAMPLE
The following example illustrates the SOD program.
MCR>HEL [130.1]
TASK NAME>SOIL M
YOUR NAME>HORTON
MCR>PIP SOD-IN=DANIEL.DAT
MCR>RUN SOD$
DANIEL (1959)
0.0
0.028
-.056
-.084
-.098
.126
.168
.196
.225
-.253
.295
-.309
.393
.407
.421
.435
.463
-.477
.547
.660
.744
-.744
-.758
-.814
0
-.898
1.080
-1.305
2.147
-2.666
-3.143
r	 ENTER NUMBER OF ITERATIONS AS A 2 DIGIT NUMBER OR
ENTER BLANKS FOR DEFAULT = SQUARE OF NUMBER OF POINTS
SOD -- STOP
I
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TABLE 1.- COMPUTER OUTPUT FROM SOD
i DANIEL (t9%9)
OBSERVATIONSI
0.0000 0.02AO -0.A5bC
-0.0840 0000980 0.1200
0.le8-1 0.1960 04a25n -0.2531... ..0.295 x1 -0.3!15'0._
i
0.3930 0.4070 n.u21q 0.4350 0.4630 .0,4710
0.5470 U,660n 0.744n •0.7040 - 0.7580 -0,61uR
00.6140
-0689an 1.AR0p .1.305.) 2.1470 -2.640.0
-3.1430
VOPTS	 a 31
MEANS	 s •0.1317
STAND&A-0	 CFVIATION	 0 1,u0n1
NUMBER O4 TOTAI	 1v1.iNk EG ST4v^b+r) EXTRErt ES) LM1T1CAL
	
IESI
POTE N TI A L O WSE 4VA TTO^ I S OAF	 4•-1 lFVIATION ,) W SF,PVATlc;v VALUtS
OUTLIERS
b 31
-A.I ;17 I ,0,101 - 3.tu30 3.0 11 313015
b SC -A.0 314 n,rA4135 - 2.bbou 3,1234 2,82u5
h 29 A,USy5 O.b932 2,1470 5.u116 d.65b2
0 2F. •n,U151 4.5754 -1.3ub0 2.2417 2.5508
b 27 n.0AP7 0.52b^ 1.u60u I.148142 d.u9366 26 -A.on7h r),u93p .(].A98c l,tlOo3 2,4400
`+ 3! •n.t117 1,uu01
-3.1"30 1
	 u I I I 3.2bU8
5 31) •A,!)31u 0,6,435 •7,bbo^ 5. t2Su 2,9049
5 ?4 A,U505 t1,b932 ?_,1470 3.u116 d, 5417
5 ^A -n.4(51 0.5750 •1.3'1501 2,e4117 d.5504
5 ?7 x.0 327 0.52oe 1 .040c, 1 , OW 2
	 7U41
1 31
-n, 1317 1,,)0x11 -3.143!0 5,1111 S,2076
30 •n,x);lu 0.8435 -2.bobtl 3.1234 2.7624
4 !9 x0.!,54 5 n.by32 2.147u S.Jlle 216S4p
4 ;o - n.'0151 n.57S4 .t.3u50 2.2417
_
d.50bI.
3 31 -0.1317 1.nn1)1
-3.1430 3.0111 3.1302
3 . 30 - A.0311 r, 6u 35 .2.66bu 3,1234 1,7567
3 20 n.!1595 4.6g32 2,1470 3.0116 2.5569
i
OUTLIERS = 3
P OINTS . a	 -3.143
	 -2.646	 2.147
4
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APPENDIX A
AN ITERATIVE PROCEDURE FOR DETECTING MULTIPLE OUTLIERS
A-1 THE STATISTICAL TEST
Given a set of N observations, suppose one wishes to test the null hypothesis
of no outliers present in the data set against the alternative hypothesis
that from one to k outliers exist, where k is specified in advance. This
may be done by constructing a sequence of subsets of the data,
(A l' A 21 •••, A k}, where P.1 is the full set of data and the subset Ai+1 is
formed by deleting from A i the observation farthest away from the mean of Ai
(i = 1, 2, •--, k - 1). For each subset, the extreme studentized deviate
(ESD) statistic is defined to be the maximum of the absolute values of the
studentized residuals. (A studentized residual is the deviation of arl
observation from the sample mean divided by the sample standard deviation.)
Let t i be the ESD from the i th subset, A i . Then corresponding to each t i is a
critical value X i such that either (a) t i < X i for 1 < i 4 k, or (b) t i > Xi
for 1 4 i 4 h and t i < X i for i > h where 1 < h < k. If (a) occurs, the
hypothesis is accepted that there are no outliers; in case (b), the data are
declared to have h outliers, with the observations deleted to form A h+1 as the
outliers.
A.2 CHOICE FOR k
The critical values Xi in SOD were constructed for the 5-percent significance
level by numerical simulation using normally distributed data. These values
are not independent of k; in fact, for a fixed value of i, they increase
monotonically with k. As a consequence, even if the basic data are normally
distributed, the power of the test against a fixed number of outliers
decreases as k increases so that grossly overspecifying k may result in the
failure to detect some or even all outliers. On the other hand, if k is
underspecified, it is more likely that up to k outliers will be detected,
R
but additional ones will not be found since the test assumes no more than k
outliers are present. In either case, power is lost by using an inappropriate
value of k.
If the underlying distribution of the data is nonnormal, especialli ii^ it is
multimodal, the test will have a tendency to find many "outliers"; hence, if
this situation occurs, even for fairly large k, one should be suspicious about
the distribution of the data and look for uM erlying mechanisms which might
have made the data multimodal or highly skewed.
The following two examples illustrate some of the above points.
Example 1: Soil moisture was measured at a depth interval of 5 to 9 cen-
timeters for a wheat field near Colby, Kansas, on July 18, 1978. The
following gravemetric measurements of water content in percentage of dry
weight were obtained from 17 points within the field:
5.9, 6.4, 5.6, 7.5, 6.7, 4.0, 5.3, 5.5, 5.5, 3.5, 4.6, 10.5, 5.7,
7.3, 5.2, 9.7, 4.0
Two observations, 10.5 and 9.7, are suspicious, and one wants to know whether
or not they could be regarded as outliers. An application of the test
procedure with k = 2 declares these two observations as outliers; however,
looking at the data and then choosing k alters the significance level of the
test by an unpredictable amount. It is interesting to see what would have
happened had k been chosen ('in advance) as 1, 2, 3, or 4.
Table A-1 provides the computed ESD test statistic, t i , and the corresponding
5-percent critical value, a i,k (i = 1, 2, •••, k) for differenc cases.
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TABLE A-1.- ESD STATISTICS AND CRITICAL VALUES
Extreme ESD Critical	 value	 (^i,k)
Subset observation statistic
(t i ) k=	 1 k = 2 k= 3 k= 4
A l 1015 2.365 2.61 2.74 2.86 2.93
A2 9.7 2.549 2.39 2.53 2.57
A3 7.5 1.722 2.35 2.44
A4 7.3 1.728 2.34
Number of outliers declared 0 2 2 0
From this table, it can be seen that, if the number of potential outliers were
specified as either 1 or 4, none of the observations would have been declared
as an outlier since ti < xi,k for all i. In the othet^ two cases, t 2 = 2.549
exceeds both X 232 = 2.39 and ;4,2,3 = 2.53; hence, the two observations, 9.7 and
10.5, would be flagged as outliers. Thus, suspected observations may not be
flagged as outliers by the test when k is under- or over-specified.
Example 2: The following soil moisture observations were obtained for a corn
field near Colby, Kansas, on July 18, 1978, from the top soil layer (0- to
1-centimeter interval). In this case, gravemetric measurements of water
content in percentages of dry weight were taken from 35 randomly selected
points within the field:
11.5, 3.2, 19.2, 21.6, 5.7, 24.6, 2.1, 3.4, 4.4, 3.7, 4.2, 7.9,
7.1, 2.6, 3.5, 8.9, 1.8, 2.4, 6.0, 2.8, 29.2, 29.1, 19.6, 1.4,
4.4, 4.4, 2.9, 4.7, 3.2, 3.8, 2.6, 4.4, 4.6, 4.7, 4.6
At the top layer, soil moisture can be affected by a number of heterogeneous
factors; thus, the observations which appear to be outliers may very well be
legitimate.
/A
A
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Numerical ordering results in the following data set:
1.4, 1.8, 2.1, 2.4,	 2.6,	 2.6,	 2.8, 2.9, 3.2, 3.2,	 3.4,	 3.5,	 3.7,
3.8, 4.2, 4.4, 4.4,	 4.4,	 4.4,	 4.6, 4.6, 4.7, 4.7,	 5.7,	 6.0,	 7.1,
7.9, 8.9, 11.5, 19.2,	 19.6,	 21.6, 24.6, 29.1, 29.2
A quick glance shows that at least one significant gap occurs — between 11.5
and 19.2. Six observations are greater than or equal to 19.2. When the test
procedure is applied assuming k = 6, these six observations are declared out-
liers. Furthermore, its repeated application with k = 2, 3, •••, 10 resulted
in every additional extreme observation being flagged as an outlier. The
flagged observations are 7.1, 7.9, 8.9, 11.5, 19.2, 19.6, 21.6, 24.6, 29.1,
and 29.2. The first four of these observations should not be regarded as
outliers since water content in this range was found to be quite reasonable
for places at higher ground on the particular day of measurement. In this
case, the blind applications of the test leads to the identification of false
outliers. It must be recognized that these four observations simply cannot be
?,umped together with the remaining 25 observations and analyzed usi'- data
analysis techniques based on normal and/or unimodal models.
Ideally, one should not look at the data before specifying k. Rosner (1975),
among o-uhers, suggested the use of a certain percentage of the number of
observations to specify k. Barnett and Lewis (1978) proposed that a
fractional power of N may be used for k. In the author's own work [Chhikara
(1979)], the rule of k = .,/—N, to the nearest integer, was employed and often
proved quite satisfactory. Presently, this rule is extended to safeguard
against errors of undetected outliers as described in the next section. While
this modified method undoubtedly alters the signifiance level of the test, it
still provides a useful device for screening data with no prior information.
If outliers are detected'using this procedure, one should not blindly accept
such a declaration; instead, this should be taken as a starting point for
further investigations about the cause of the suspected observations.
y1
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A.3 AN ITERATIVE METHOD
Start with k = V5 and compute the ESD test statistics. When the statistics ti
and the critical values xi,k are compared, one of the following cases arises.
(a) t  ^'h,k' h < k, and t i < a i ,k , (h + 1) < i < k
(b) t i < X i ,k , 1 < i < k
(c) tk	 ^k,k
The test procedure described in section A.1 would declare h outliers in case
(a), none in case (b), and k outliers in case (c). It is reasonable to assume
that all potential outliers in the data were detected in case (a); and, hence,
no further application of the procedure is needed. On -the other hand, as we
have seen, some outliers may have remained undetected in the other two cases;
i.e., in case (b), the critical values xi,k would have been smaller had a
lesser number been specified for k; whereas, in case (c), additional extreme
observations might have been declared as outliers had the test been made for
more than k extreme observations. This suggests that an iterative procedure
should be used to decrease k in case (b) and increase k in case (c). When k
is decreased successively by one, a set of smaller critical values is being
used, thus increasing the power of the test for declaring outliers. In case
(b), the decision to stop iterating is made when th
	 ^h,k (0 < h < k) which
results in h outliers being declared. in case (c), In case (c), k is
increased sucessively so that more extreme observations are tested as
potential outliers. The test procedure is iterated until
tk+j ? Xk+j,k+j+l
and	 tk+j+l < ^k+j+l,k+j+l
with the number of iterations not to exceed a certain preset limit. The
number of outliers declared is then set equal to (k + j).
{
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The critical values estimated by the SOD computer program are based on
smoothing functions which fit the Monte Carlo-estimated critical values for
k = 1, 2, ---, 19, and N < 100. Thus, one can apply the test procedure to
detect as many as 19 outliers in a data set of up to 100 observations. How-
ever, as pointed out by Chhikara and Feiveson (1980), one would rarely need to
consider testing for more than a few outliers. Since, at most, 50 percent of
a set of observations can be thought of as outliers, the SOD program specifies
k < min (I,19), where I is the largest integer less than or equal to N/2, for
the upper bound on the number of iterations.
When using the iterative procedure to obtain k, the significance level of the
test increases from 5 percent. Any such increase would depend upon the data
size; however, it is insignificant for large samples since the critical values
become insensitive to k in such situations.
A.4 EXAMPLES
Returning to Example 1 in section A.2, it is easily seen that the iterative
test procedure will start by specifying k = 4 under the IN rule and then will
consider k = 3, since no outliers are declared in the first case. Because
t 2 > x`2,3, it will stop and declare twu outliers for the data in Example 1.
• In the case of Example 2, the procedure will continue iterating from the
initial case of k = 6 to the lest case of k = 11, declaring 10 outliers, since
E `	 t10 > X10,11 and t ll < X11,11• However, as mentioned earlier, the 10 outlying
'	 observations are not necessarily outliers and flagging them using the test
r
procedure reflects primarily on the data distribution being probably nonnormal
and at least biomodal.
Example 3: Daniel (1959) reported the following data consisting of 31
contrasts in order of absolute value in a 2 5 experiment:
0.000, 0.028, -0.056, -0.084, -0.098, 0.126, 0.168, 0.196, 0.225,
-0.253, 0.295, -0.309, 0.393, 0.407, 0.421, 0.435, 0.463, -0.477,
0.547, 0.660, 0.744, -0.744, -0.758, -0.814, -0.814, 0.898, 1.080,
-1.305, 2.147, -2.666, and -3.143.
A
0-
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The test procedure started with k = 6 by the /N rule and declared the last
three points as outliers. The results, as output from the SOD computer pro-
gram, are presented in table A-2 and show for each iteration: (a) the number
of potential outliers specified; (b) the number of observations and the mean
and standard deviation for each subset, (c) the extreme observation and the
1
corresponding computed ESD statistic; (d) the 5-percent critical values; (e)
the number of outliers declared; and (f) the outliers.
i
f
TABLE A-2.- STATISTICAL OUTLIER DETECTION (EXAMPLE 3)
Number of
potential	 Number of	 Standard	 Extreme	 Critical
outliers
	
observations	 Mean	 deviation observation 	 ESD	 value
6	 31 -0.1317 1.0001 -3.1430 3.0111 3.3025
1 0 -0.0314 0.8435 -2.6660 3.1234 2.8205
29 0.0595 0.6932 2.1470 3.0116 2.6562
28 -0.0151 0.5754 -1.3050 2.2417 2.5568
27 0.0327 0.5268 1.0800 1.9882 2.4936
26 -0.0076 0.4930 -0.8980 1.8063 2.4406
Number of outliers = 3
Outlying data points = -3.143, -2.666, 2.147
Interestingly, all three points, 2.147, -2.666, and -3.143 [which previously
have been considered highly discordant on the null normal distribution; e.g.,
refer to Barnett (1978)], were flagged here as outliers even though the test-
ing of a greater number of outliers was considered. Furthermore, the iter-
ative procedure would have considered smaller values of k, thus increasing
the power of the test, had these data points not been detected in the first
instance.
A.5 CONCLUSION
The proposed iterative method deals with the problem of specifying the number
of outliers being tested and should minimize the error that otherwise would
73
occur in not detecting outliers when they exist in a data set. Although the
chances of declaring false outliers may increase, the program still provides
useful information for data screening prior to subsequent analysis.
Although the iterative test procedure is considered using the ESD test statis-
tic, the basic approach can be adapted for any of the test statistics pro-
posed in the literature; e.g., studentized range (STR), kurtosis (KUR), and
R-statistic (RST). Details on these test statistics can be found in Rosner
(1975).
It is desirable to determine the actual significance level reached by the
iterative test procedure, particularly for small sample sizes. Also needed is
an evaluation of its power against, the non-null hypothesis of a smaller number
of outliers. A theoretical solution is probably intractable; therefore, one
should attempt to make these evaluations by using the Monte Carlo technique.
A^
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APPENDIX B
PROGRAM LISTING
JZ ORT RA N IV-PLUS V02-g)
502.FJh..._ _	 .._.LTPISL.GCKS.I 2--
000.3...
	
_	 LOGICAL*! INFQ__
0002	 r.IIMENSTON TWET -ACir!l, [ITLE(15)
0003	 COMMON. ARG,T.AKK,AKI,HKKrgK..1. rNP,,_M(1000),DAL0^10.),_	 UK,jntUKIS-
1 EVPPK,FYPPK1,I'STFGT,nL)TLIE(iUUJ
0004,	 01 MEN &ION TNF.Of1.00J1..,
0005	 DATA TF+FTa /	 j,425 , 1.7.13~, .3043 , 1.5302 , ,693'#
1	 ,:45268 •
	
.55333 , ,491 , .2161 , .1.42 9 0
C
C
	
ASSIGN UNITS rtw^rAt
DOOti	 CALL ASSIGN(1,;S0M.INi1
0007	 CALL ASSIG4(2,iLF#I)
0008	 CALL ASSTGP'(3,iTTl1)
C
C	 +trrrr +rr 	 Ixil T I A LIIF CO N S TAN TS	 **r+*i+
0009	 1050 CONTINOF
3010	 Slau.O
0011	 52z0.0
0012	 DO t0AO Tzl,l,)AO
3013	 0(I)=0.0
0014	 P(I)z0
0015	 1080 COHTIKI11F
3016	 1090 CONTINIIF
C
C	 riAt + t ► arrrr	 oF,dn DATA F O UP I'iP ,JT F11,r	 i4AAtiriik
C READ TITLF
0017	 READI).115o) (iIYLF(1),I=1.15)
0018	 115u FoR(4AT(15441)
C
C	 H E A D OATH POIkTS
0019	 TzU
)020	 I Po n C0^ T INHE
0021	 IzT#)
0022	 PEA(.'(I.1	 )r)( I)
1023	 IPSO FORMAT(IFI5.5)
0024	 SIzSI+n(I)
0025	 S2zS2+o(T)*1)(Ti
0026	 GO TO 1200
C
C
C	 +	 CALCIJI_ATF A b J r) wRTTE wi). PIS, "LAN, STAmuA F; u 0EYL A 1IU N 	 *+*t +i *A*r
0027150 1) CCh'TINIIE
'0024	 ''OPT5^1-i
1029	 PNzi1.0AT(\i0PTS'
0030	 AVEzSI/PN;
0031	 VAPz(SP - S1+ST/ P,:) / (PNI-1.)
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C ***** ASSUME TNITTAL NUMBER ITE R ATIONS TO 6E THE SWARE HUUT UP
C
	
	
OF THE NU M13v P OF )J OINTS :i.ITK , L- 1410LMU M._U F 19 iIEN.!^1^1t^ ._ .. i*r**
TsSCRT(PN)
NITERsT ♦.5
IF (NITER .GE, 201 MITE R a lq
1700 CONTINUE 
C
C	 +***+ GTVE USER OP TION OF SPECI FY ING "IUmbEH OF 1%1+ATI^ N S **±A*_
1,RITF.(1,17101
1710	 FOR MAT ( I EMTED Nu"`8tR OF ITER A TIO N 5 AS A t DIGIT " f U`Okk .M-%J m 1 0-
1 /,' ENTER RLAkIKS POW DEFAULT s Ski UAR E HOOT OF 4UMBtR UP MULNTSt)
READ(S . 1740)NTmIAI
1740 FORMAT(I2)
IF(NTPTAL.GT.01NITEP:N TRIAL
1790
	 WR1TE(?,1800)
1900	 FOR M AT (),'	 Nlt" FF uF	 TOTAL NUMBER	 4TANUAMU to
1	 FVTRE"F
	
FS11	 CRITICAL T EST 'r/r
2	 t	 PmTEN T IAL	 UBSE4V A IIuNS	 t'tAN	 0tVIATIUN
3 t OHSFRVATTnN	 V9LUESt,i,f	 OuTLIEH51,i)
C
C	 rrara * r+arr
	 A EGI "I ITFWrVE PW()CtS.S 	 as*ar*raar
H OTTER s LATTER
MAXITP : vTTF4
1900
	 T--U.0
NP s NIMPT5
flo 1 902 I a 1 o "If
1902
	 M (I) = 0
CALL ITEP (NTTF P ,T)"Ff t)
C
C	 S K IP l I N N AFTER 1TFPATIu'+ f;ATA 15 H PI NT EC IN StibROOTINt
N RITE
	 (?.•1111)
1111	 F(jPMAT (?aX)
C
C	 C H ECK F I)P ERPOP Tki SllbRQUTINE
iF ( T^cnK .F_ rJ. - g o9Q49Q.) GO TO g(j0p
C
C	 NO FU4TNFP TESTT'+ p. TF NU'lkFP 171 F IrLP010MS SFFtCIFIEU
IF (NTPIAL .G T' 1)) GL, TG AUUu
C
C	 C H ECK FI')P. EXPP .Gr. T MFI•RY M. LAST TTEm
IF (I-STEGT . F ,)' rJTTF4 .00. M A%1Tk .LT. ti^ITER) GU TO bUlu
IF (LSTFrl .F9' ^ITTEk) GO TO 2000
C
C	 EXPP .LT. THEn4Y o
	RACK 11P 1 ITERA(IUr ,l u,,LESS 140, nF ITEHA(Iu N S s 1,
1950	 MAXITP a M AVITG - I
NI T FW a MAXITg
IF ( N ITE P .LE. q ) GU Tn AiiIu
GO Tr, 1gOn
C
C	 EXPP ,GF, TNEnPY n it I A SI TTE4, I'•(,REASL NIJ r. bt m OF ITtHAT1.0^48
2000 NITEW s NI1EW ; I
C
C R EI N I T IALTIF CO N STA N TS AND AFGI N IrE P ATIvE CALCOLATIUN5
NP 2 NO PT5
	
--..
00 20na T = 1, ► P
2UU?	 M(I) - 0
1b
i
i
i
9072. CALL ITE R 	LNITe P . tHVA)
C
C	 S K IP LINE
	
AFTER
	 ITE Q A T ILN	 DATA	 114	 5UdHOVTIYE	 ._,...
3073 WRITE
	 (2.1111)
G
C	 CHECK FOP	 EPPOR	 ICI	 SI,14RUUTINE
0074 IF	 (THEOX	 .EQ.	 -99 x 9999.)	 GO	 TO	 9000
0075 IF	 (FkPPM.LT.Tw6.Ow
	
.AND.	 E%P P KI,LT.THFOKI)	 GO	 TO	 1950
0076 IF	 (E%PPK	 .L T .	 THE O X)	 GO	 TO	 2S(t0. _.-
C
C	 EYPP .GE.	 T HEORY	 nN K T H.	 CHECK	 K+.l	 TH	 ITERATION,..
0077 IF	 (EXPPKI
	
.LT.	 TyE0K1)	 GO	 TO	 8000
C
C	 EXPP .G,F.	 THEORY	 nN	 KTh,,	 AND	 K +1	 TH	 3TERATIUhiS	 UIi
C	 E X P P ( w ).LE.THEn Q Y^K) ANU	 ErPP(K +l),rj t.THE(lRY(K+1)	 ON	 9+1	 TM 11EHATIUN
0078 ?SRO IF	 (NTTFP +I 	 .LF.	 h;OPT5)2)
	 GO	 TO	 ?OUO
0079 GO	 TO	 92011
C
C
C ar ► r+rrwrrr	 m000	 CU M PLETIO' i 	 rrrrrrir ► rr
c
0080 8ouo NrTEN	 z	 NT T FR	 t
c
C
3081 AMU 14 RITE	 (2,cn11)
	
04 TEA
0082 A011 FOR M AT	 f	 1/, I	muTLTEk,5	 s	 1,12)
c
0083 IF	 (hTTEP	 .FR;	 +))	 STI.1a
00e4 RU12 WRITE
	 (?.9 1 13)	 (0ljT11F(I),Tml,^11TEW)
0085 A013 FORMAT	 (	 //, I	e rIl k4TS
	
z	 1,7Flu.3,/,7Fin,3,/,7F)1.$)
1086 STOP
c
C
f, • ►► rr.rrarrr	 E1771)O	 "F554GFS	 rMrrr^rr,#rr
C
0087 9000 WRTrE	 (2,Q011)	 NTTEQ
OOe9 9u01 F gR "AT( I
	FATAL
	
EQr40W	 ,)i1NII4G	 ITEr+4T1UN	 I t IS, I t 	 LES'3	 TMAN 0	 N'J^^ztFU1
1 o f
	 PnINTS11
OReo STOP
c
0090 92f)O NO P TSJ	 z	 K;riPT,;/?
0091 Ns:(TF
	
0,9.),01 )
	
P41TFP,	 W--PTSd
0092 9201 F 0P"AT(/ /, 1 	 ITOWATTON	 NU.	 { 1 ,131 1 )	 rxCELUS	 Vj,	 W UlNT5/>. ('.13,')1)
0093 STOP
c
^o9a END
l	 1
0001 SUBROUTINE	 ITEe	 (NITER,	 THETA)
0002___.^._^ _CQNMON.. 1?.G^T^AKlSe. iK1.^9KK .,.8K1^N,Pr!'^ LL0.00.1.t^5.1^9Q)iL.92(,TmkuKll.
I	 EXPPk,EXPPK11,STEGT,OUTLIE(200)
r	 0003.,. ...,_ DI M ENSI .GN-TRETA(t).^ Y C
__ C.__,LN.LLI4LLZE	 C.[)t^lST Au.T_ F9^L.l.^,L_ LI.!<WAlI.9..N_w!{EBE3J<X.P.P--.^G^- Th.^.1^ij^
0004 LSTEGT	 s	 U
C
C CALCUL. AT:E
	
CONSTANTS
j^	 0005	 _._.. PN	 s	 FLOAT(NP)
0006 ARGXPN 12.	-	 FLMAT(NIfER)
0002 CON_ls	 ;0Ou532_* 	 FLfJAr.(^!I.T.E.R-L.-*-kL(l4ICNIIER).._.._
0008 CONI•	 2.	 -	 EXe(Crg p+1 )y	
0009 AKlPTHETA (l) 	-	 T HFTA(2)*EXPL-T H tT A (3))	 t
I	 THETA(5)*LO0FLGAT(NTTER))
.	 0010 AXWNTWETA(t)	 -	 THETA(2)*EXP(-THtTA(3)*FLOAT(NITER))
0011 FIKIsTHETAf8)	 n 	 THFTA(t0)*LO5(FLtjA1(NIrER))
0012 90wTHF.TA(A)	 -	 THETA(93 *LQG(FLQ4tLNITER))*rONI_
C *********
	
FEr..TN
	
ITE ►T A'IIO N S	 •+**••***
0013 00	 3000	 T=1,,4IrER
C
C SET	 CI	 VALLIF
0014 IF (I.E rJ.1 )GI = 0^ U+
0015 IF(I. GT,1,eNn•T. IT• N1TFW1GTaExo(-EXVrTHET4(b)- TtiETA(7)
tt 1	 *
	
FLOAT(T)
	
)	 )
P
001b IF (I. ER. PjI T E R )nI = 1 .^)
C
C SET	 A K I	 VALUE
0017 AKIs(jI*AWM	 a	 (7.-QT)*A K 1
0018 IFfI ,En.f)AKT=AKI
3019 IF (I 	 A K I_ AKK
C
C SET	 T	 VALUE
0020 IF(NITFR.0jF.1)T--	 r F LUA T (T)- j .)	 /(FLOAT(NITtR)-1.)
C
C SF T	 HK I	 VA1,liF
7021 T=SnWT(T)
0022 RKIsT*A KK 	 +	 (t' - T)*PKI
0023 TFrI.EM.t)Rkl =aKI
1024 TF(I.k0.NITEW)oKT:HKK
C
C FIND
	
SUM	 nF	 vALUFit	 40)	 vALUES	 S9UAHE',d,	 Cc1UwT	 nij,vZEKU	 VALuE5
3025 SUS' 1 sU. 0
0026 SUP2=0.0
0027 ICOUNT	 =	 n
I	 1028 DO	 2200	 .1= 1 , Np0029 IF(M(J) .r:T.0)rm	 Tri	 22ou
0030 TCOIINT	 -	 ICnIlNT	 +	 I
0031 SUMI =51lM) *f)(J)
0032 SUM2=SUM2+nrJ)*nfJ)
0033 2?00	 CONTINUE
3034 IF f IC01 1 NT.1. T,2tGn	 T(.	 5100
0035 C01)NT=fL04rf ICn(JNT)
C
C COMPUTE
	
MFAN,	 SrAsiDAR(a	 UFVTATION
z
S t
-4
0036 AVE I n$I IM I /COL'N;
3037 VAR1EfSUM2 -SUMT +5111"t/C0UNT)	 /. 000NJ-0
0036 0EV1=SmPT(VARIt
C
C FIND	 E'XTPFHF	 VALUF
0038. SIGZ0.0
0040 DO	 2400	 JsI,NP
3041 '^F(N(J).GT.0)Gn	 To	 2400
0042 DIFFsAPSfo(J)-nVFI)
0043 IF(DIFF.GT.RIGjLCCATtsJ
3044 TF(0IFF.GT.RIGI8IG=DLFF
0045 240 0 	 CON TIMIIF
= C
C SAVE.	 EXPFRIME N TAL	 ANN	 THEORICAL	 VALUES
0046 TF(DEVt.LT.l.F:20tEXFPs0.0
0047 IF(DEVl.GT.I.E:20)EX^'P+><4IG/DEVI
t	 3048 IF( AWG.GE,1.F-iu1ARGLr)rzl„GG(AkGJ
0049 IFfAHG.I.T,1.E-;)UTAPGLOG=U.0
0050 THFOsAKj	 +	 4Mi+AHrL06
C
C SAVE	 LOCATTOM	 MF	 MhTI IEk
0051 m(LOCATE)sT
3052 OUTLIE( T)	 =	 O(I OCA T i 1
0053 WPITE( ?..2b^0)	 MIThW,JCM I I ,+T,,AVEIr^tVi,	 O(LUGATE),	 tXFP,	 tNtU
0054 2609	 FO RK AT(I H 	 -003.9Y.l`).;x,	 5P11.4)
C
C
C ++++++++	 SAVE	 FXpP	 AP-r	 THEORY	 IF	 LAST	 rif.	 ; ,EAT	 TO	 LAaT	 ITtmAI JJr,	 ++R+
7055 IF	 (I	 .EO.	 ”-TTI:R)	 EXPPK I	 a	 Loap
0056 IF	 (IEO.	 sJ TFR)	 IHFomi	 w'	 Thto
0057 TF	 (T	 ,FG.	 tiIT p4 -11	 EXPPK	 o	 EXP-P
0058 IF	 (I	 .E(3 .	 ^;T TFk -I)	 IHEOK	 =	 THtO
0059 IF	 (F,xPP	 .GE_.	 T HE r)	 LSIEr.T	 =	 I
9060 3001	 CUNT Ik-IiF.
7061 4E
0062 3100	 rot-TIO-1iE
0063 T iFUKz- g4ggqqq'
0064 GETUkk
006;$ Fh0
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